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Making your hair look amazing during the fall is a bit different than in spring or summer. You 
need to factor in the lack of moisture in the air along with general hair care. With UNITE Hair 
products, it’s easy to get an amazing look this fall. From shampoo and conditioner to a 
volumizing spray, here are some of the products to use to help you style your hair this fall.  
 

 
 
7SECONDS™ Shampoo and Conditioner to Moisturize 
 
Keeping your hair moisturized is one of your first priorities in the fall. Cold, crisp weather can 
suck the moisture out of your hair, causing static and making your hair frizzy. With 7SECONDS™ 
Shampoo and Conditioner, you get two products that will help cleanse, hydrate, replenish, 
repair, and protect your hair. This is an essential first step in keeping your hair looking amazing 
in the fall, and you should hydrate your hair whenever possible.  
 
7SECONDS™ Detangler to Make Styling Easier 
 
Once you’ve cleansed and conditioned your hair and toweled it dry, it’s time to use a hair 
detangler. The 7SECONDS™ Detangler instantly detangles hair while smoothing and protecting 
your strands. The protein-based leave-in conditioner helps your hair stay strong and healthy 
while targeting knots and tangles. It will also seal cuticles and protect your hair from heat and 
UV damage.  
 
U Oil to Protect Your Hair 
 
Another option to seal, repair, and nourish your hair is the U Oil. This multi-tasking argan oil 
helps tame frizz and flyaways while sealing and protecting your hair. It helps reduce your blow-
drying time, too. Apply between 1 and 3 drops of U Oil to damp or dry hair before using heat 
tools. You can use it by itself or with other UNITE products.  
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BOOSTA™ Volumizing Spray for Weightless Volume 
 
You can turn up the volume of your hair in the fall with the help of BOOSTA™ Volumizing Spray. 
The crisp air may want to make your hair lifeless and limp, but this volumizing spray can give 
your hair a boost of weightless volume. Use it on damp hair, gently combing to distribute, and 
blow dry with a round brush at the roots for the best results.  
 
TEXTURIZA™ Hair Texturizing Spray to Finish the Look 
 
Finish your fall look with help from TEXTURIZA™ Spray. This hair texturizer is a dry, translucent 
finishing spray that helps give volume, fullness, and definition to your hair. It offers a medium 
hold and a matte finish. It’s the perfect finishing touch to fight the effects of the cold weather. 
Apply it to dry hair, especially after using a volumizing spray until you achieve your desired 
texture and volume. 
 
Find UNITE Hair products to help your hair look amazing this fall at https://unitehair.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/45T4AVV 
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